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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new direction for distributive join oper-
ations. We assume that there will be a scalable distributed computer system in
which many computers (processors) are connected through a communication net-
work that can be in a LAN or as part of the Internet with sufficient bandwidth.
A relational database is then distributed across this network of processors. How-
ever, in our approach, the distribution of the database is very fine-grained and is
based on the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) concept. A tuple of a table is as-
signed to a specific processor by using a fair hash function applied to its key value.
For each joinable attribute, an inverted file list is further generated and distribu-
ted again based on the DHT. This pre-distribution is done when the tuple enters
the system and therefore does not require any distribution of data tuples on the
fly when the join is executed. When a join operation request is broadcast, each

processor performs a local join and the results are sent back to a query processor
which, in turn, merges the join results and returns them to the user. Note that
the distribution of the DHT of the inverted file lists can be either preprocessed or
distributed on the fly. If the lists are preprocessed and distributed, they have to be
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maintained. We evaluate our approach by comparing it empirically to two other ap-

proaches: the naive join method and the fully distributed join method. The results
show a significantly higher performance of our method for a wide range of possible
parameters.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Processing a query often involves many join operations. The join is the most costly
and time consuming operation in database query processing, and thus a good join
strategy is essential to performance.

A large amount of work has been done to develop efficient algorithms to perform
the join operations in the 1980s and ’90s. The most common types of join strate-
gies that have been studied are grace join, sort-merge join, nested loops join, and
simple hash join [9, 10]. Most of these algorithms were developed and studied in
a uniprocessor environment. With the constant decrease of hardware costs, multi-
processors or multi-computers become readily attainable. Finding efficient parallel
join algorithms has become one of the most important research topics in data en-
gineering. A significant number of parallel join algorithms have been proposed and
studied [5, 20, 17, 16, 19, 14]. These algorithms are mostly the parallel versions of the
traditional joins, such as sort-merge join, nested-loop join or a combination of dif-
ferent hashing techniques. All these studies have shown that hash based algorithms
in most of cases outperform other join algorithms.

In most of these studies, a join operation between two relations R and S is
implemented first by partitioning the relations and distributing them across a num-
ber of processors. The algorithms then adopt a certain traditional join algorithm
(e.g. grace hash join) to perform the join in the local processors concurrently. The
joined results are then merged to yield the final answers. Although the basic idea
and implementation are quite simple, these approaches suffer two major drawbacks.
First, given two joinable tables, the data distribution has to be sequential: each
tuple is hashed on the joinable attribute and distributed to a processor. Local join
operation cannot commence until the data distribution is finished. (At best, the join
operation can be pipelined, but it still is not fully parallel; the size of data transfer is
relatively large and frequent.) In addition to these disadvantages, once the join ope-
ration is completed, the distributed data files, join index files, etc. are discarded.
The approach is therefore wasteful and becomes very expensive for repeated join
operations.

In recent years, the problem of distributed query processing has been revisited
in a different context: peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing systems. Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) are used to simplify the construction of large-scale distributed sys-
tems without any centralized control or hierarchical organization. It is shown that
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DHTs are very effective to locate a particular data item in a P2P network such as
in PIERSearch [13] and Chord [21] and also in other studies [1, 3, 2, 18].

In this paper, we present our concept of a distributed inverted join, which prepro-
cesses data distribution for joinable tables, allows fully parallel local join operations
to be performed at each local site, and minimizes the number of messages and the
size of the data records transferred. In our approach, data distribution is done when
the table is defined and when tuples are being inserted. For instance, given two
joinable tables, tuples of these two tables are first hashed according to their primary
key values and distributed across the processors. When a join operation involving
these keys is invoked (e.g. these keys are in the same domain and are joinable), it
can be performed at the local processors in parallel.

For each possible joinable attribute (e.g. determined by examining their E-R
diagrams, or from user requirements), their inverted files [12] are generated and dis-
tributed across the network. These distributed values may be retained permanently,
which is in contrast to other studies where the joinable values are hashed and used
on the fly, and are discarded afterward. Since all possible joinable values are distri-
buted, they can be done prior to the actual join operation, instead of distributing
the join values during execution of a join operation as in all other studies. Therefore,
the join operations in our approach are more efficient. Our method is very appealing
for the following reasons:

(1) the preprocessing of joinable values improves our join execution time dramati-
cally;

(2) processors can carry out the join on the hashed join value in parallel, eliminating
extensive data transfer among processors; hence, the traffic is minimal;

(3) with the assumption of a fair hashing function, the number of hashed tuples in
each processor is relatively small. Therefore, the local join operation costs are
also minimal.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, the past related studies
will be summarized. We present our concept of distributive joins based on tuple
inversion in Section 3. Section 4 describes how update and deletion can be done
using our approach. In Section 5, we analyze the performance of our approach and
compare it to two other approaches. We conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

We summarize several major studies on parallel join in this section. Note that in
these studies, the underlying computational model has not been changed. These
algorithms are mostly the parallel versions of the traditional join algorithms, such
as sort-merge join, nested-loop or a combination of traditional hashing technique
with modifications to adopt them to a multiprocessor environment.

In [5], a multiprocessor version of grace-hash join, hybrid-hash join, and simple-
hash join were studied in multiprocessor-shared-nothing environment. The archi-
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tecture model in this study consists of a group of processors with or without disks,
interconnected by an 80 Mbit/second token ring. Tuples in relations R and S are
distributed horizontally across the disk drives and joins are performed in parallel at
each processor. This study has shown that the performance of the multiprocessor
simple hash join and multiprocessor sort merge were most affected due to primary
memory limitations. The sort-merge performed best with 100% of the relations in
memory and the worst in limited memory situations.

The grace join has two stages for partitioning data. With decreasing primary
keys, the number of buckets increases. The overhead due to overflow is small and the
performance is relatively unaffected. The hybrid hash join has the best performance
in limited memory. In [17], parallel versions of sort-merge join, hash-based sort-
merge join, and multiprocessor hybrid-hash join are pipelined to achieve a more
efficient performance. These algorithms are studied on an architecture that has
a set of clusters linked by an intercluster bus or ring. Each cluster has a set of
processors, a shared memory bank addressable by all the processors in the cluster,
and a set of disk storage units and associated controllers. This study shows that the
two hash based algorithms outperform the sort-merge algorithm if the output tuples
are not required in sorted order. However, in the case when the source relations are
already sorted, or the applications require the output tuples to be sorted on the join
attributes, the sort-merge algorithm may be advantageous. The two hash-based
algorithms have the best performance under a very large single cluster. When the
number of clusters increases their performance worsens due to the communication
among clusters.

In [14], the parallel version of the hash-based nested-loop join, simple hash
join, and hybrid hash join are implemented in a shared memory environment. The
multiprocessor architecture consists of a number of processors, where each processor
shares the common memory with other processors through a global hash table.
A locking mechanism is used to regulate any concurrent writes to this global hash
table. The algorithms are studied under different amounts of available memory,
different relation sizes, and different processors in the system. Among these three
algorithms, the simple hash join algorithm performs worst in most cases. When the
number of processors increases and the amount of memory available increases, its
performance becomes comparable to the other algorithms. The hash based nested
loops perform better when the size of both relations is similar. However, when the
size difference between the two relations widens, the hybrid hash outperforms the
other algorithms.

In recent years, the problem of distributed query processing has been revisited
in a different context: peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing systems. In a P2P system,
a program running at each node is equivalent in functionality and each node is
a master and client at any given time. Existing P2P systems can be categorized
into two types:

(1) unstructured P2P networks and

(2) structured P2P networks [18].
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An unstructured P2P network connects millions of users dynamically in an ad hoc
fashion and hence creates a giant federated file base in which data objects such
as audio/music files, pictures, animations and videos, do not have global unique
IDs and could have multiple copies co-existing in the same network. Queries are
performed on a set of keywords. Gnutella [11], Kazaa [8] and Morpheus [15] are the
most notable unstructured P2P systems. To do a search on the availability of a file,
a query of certain keywords are processed and queries are carried out in a simple
flooding fashion: a node sends the keywords to its P2P neighbors who forward
the query recursively. The flooding mechanism is based on the so-called “time-
to-live” algorithm that is limited to a finite number of hops. The flooding-based
algorithm is not exhaustive. Therefore, these networks do not guarantee results and
most often miss the results that lie beyond their time-to-live search space. On the
other hand, a structured P2P network is characterized by the fact that each data
item has a unique ID. With a unique global ID, a structured P2P network can be
implemented efficiently using distributed hash tables (DHTs). DHTs are used to
simplify the construction of large-scale distributed systems without any centralized
control or hierarchical organization. There are several structured P2P networks
under development, for example, Tapestry [22], Chord [21] and PIERSearch [13].

While structured P2P network based on DHTs are shown to be scalable in sup-
porting file sharing operations, the data items in the search are mostly unstructured
such as audio/music files, pictures, animations and videos. In this paper, we will
demonstrate how DHTs can be applied in a structured and fixed network (instead of
ad hoc, dynamic unstructured network) to improve the join operation performance
of structured data objects, i.e. in a record-based relational database system.

3 OUR APPROACH

We assume that there are two joinable tables R and S in our study. We use a fine-
grain distribution technique such as the DHT that distributes the original tuples
(according to the key values of R and S) and/or non-key values (the non-key values
and the location of their tuples) across the array of processors. The distribution is
done whenever the need to join is identified, instead of partitioning and distributing
the data files right before the join operation is executed (as in most of the studies
of join operation). We first describe the underlying architecture for our parallel join
strategy and then present our algorithms along with examples in detail.

3.1 The Architecture of our Model

The architecture model used in our studies consists of a group of general-purpose
processors with identical capabilities. These processors are linked through an in-
terconnection network such as a Local Area Network or a P2P network. In this
paper, the analysis is done based on a LAN connectivity. Each processor has its
own local memory and local disk storage. These processors share nothing and com-
municate with one and other through messages across the network. Once the data
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files are distributed across the network of processors, the distributed data files and
all other index files are stored in the local disks. It is assumed that the bandwidth
of the network is sufficient to handle the task at hand. We further assume that
there is a central query processor that interfaces with the users, generates broadcast
messages, and collects and assembles results for a finished query.

3.2 Our Algorithm

Our main concern is to achieve a better performance on distributive join opera-
tions. In our approach, horizontal partitioning of tables based on the primary key
is done in the preprocessing phase. By examining the E-R diagram, or based on
user requirements, joinable non-key attributes are identified. To support better
performance, we build and distribute the inverted files of these non-key attributes.
Note that generating and distributing the inverted files can be done either in the
preprocessing phase or just in time for the join. If they are generated in the pre-
processing phase, they require maintenance. The inverted file list contains only the
non-key value with the physical location of the actual data records. When a join
operation is invoked, no on-the-fly partitioning of relations and distributing of data
records across the network are needed. Only the inverted files and/or local data files
are used to implement the join. Our join strategy can be divided into three major
phases: a preprocessing phase, a joining phase, and a merging phase. We describe
the procedures for these three phases. We focus on the performance improvement
on joins with two tables (e.g. tables R and S). Multi-way join chain will not be
discussed in this paper.

(a) Preprocessing Phase
Consider the procedure in Figure 1. To distribute tuples of table R, we first apply
a hash function, h1, to the primary key of each tuple in R to determine the desti-
nation processor site that the tuple will be distributed to. After the distribution, at
each site j, the tuples of R are stored locally in a file FRj . Every existing table is
distributed in the same fashion. To insert a record into table R, its primary key is
hashed and distributed to the designated processor.

At each local processor j, a hash index file HRj is created by hashing records
from data file FRj using h2. This is illustrated in lines 2–3 of Figure 2. Another hash
function, h3, is applied to each of the joinable non-key attributes of the tuple. The
idea is to generate the inverted file list tuple for each joinable non-key attribute. For
example, the message 〈insertInverted,RNKi, j.a〉 means that it is an insertInverted
message for the ith non-key value RNKi of R; the corresponding primary key index
is in the ath record of the hash index file of R at site j (i.e. HRj). Note that
the ath record number can be expressed as 〈fid, n〉, where fid is the file ID of HRj and
n is the record number offset of the file. The site number j is basically the IP:port
address of the processor. As such, the inverted file list tuple contains the physical
address of the record in the hash index file of the primary key (i.e. ip:port.fid.n,
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R is the table to be distributed across the network
P = number of processors;
FRj = files of R at site j after distribution; where 0 < j ≤ P − 1
h1 = hashing primary key PK of a record to processor number between {0..P − 1}

/* data distribution according to the hashed values of primary key of R */

1: for each tuple c in R do
2: begin
3: j := h1(c[PK]);

send message 〈insertRecord, c of R〉 to j;
/* at site j, upon receiving message 〈insertRecord, c of R〉, stored in the
file FRj */

4: FRj := FRj ∪ c;
5: end;

Fig. 1. Distributing data records to processors

FRj = data file of R at site j after distribution; where 0 < j ≤ P − 1
HRj = hash index file of FRj at site j
h2 = hash (local) primary key PK of record of FRj

a = h2(PK), the hashed record number of HRj

h3 = hash (external) non-key NK of record of FRj to distribute the inverted file
list to the processor of {0..P − 1}

N = number of non-key joinable attributes of R
RNKi = inverted file list of the ith non-key attribute of R, where 0 < j ≤ N − 1
b = h3(NK), the hashed processor number
message = 〈insertInverted,RNKi, j.a〉, inverted file list tuple for the ith

non-key of R, where 0 < j ≤ N − 1

for each tuple d in FRj at site j do
insertRecord(d);

procedure insertRecord(d,FRj)
1: begin // at each site j, create hash index file HRj using h2

2: a = h2(d[PK]); //hashed record number in HRj

3: HRj := HRj ∪ d[PK]; // hash index file on PK of FRj

4: for i := 0 to N − 1 do // for each non-key joinable column of d
5: begin
6: message := 〈insertInverted,RNKi, j.a〉; //inverted file list tuple
7: b := h3(d[RNKi]);
8: send message to processor b;
9: end;

Fig. 2. Generating and distributing inverted file list
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where ip is the IP address of the processor or device, port is the designated port
for the operation, fid is the file ID of the relational table and n is the logical record
number). Then external hash function h3 is applied to the RNKi and it returns the
processor number, b. Then a message containing the inverted file list tuple is sent
to processor b. This is illustrated in lines 4–9 in Figure 2.

FRNKij = inverted file of the ith Non-Key of R at site j;
HRNKij = hash index file of FRNKij at site j;
At each site j, upon receiving the message 〈insertInverted,RNKi, j.a〉 do:
(1) insert the tuple in FRNKij

(2) hash RNKi into index file HRNKij

Fig. 3. Indexing the inverted file list

Lastly, upon receiving the inverted file list tuples, the non-key attributes are
indexed and stored locally. This is shown in Figure 3. The same process is applied
to all data tables.

At the end of the preprocessing phase, table R and its inverted file lists for
each of its joinable non-key attributes are distributed across the network. Each
processor j can potentially contain the following tables on R:

(1) FRj, the data file of R;

(2) HRj , the hash index file of FRj containing tuples of 〈key value, address of record
in FRj〉;

(3) FRNKij, the file containing the inverted file list tuples of the ith non-key at-
tribute of R in the format 〈non-key value, physical address of record in some
FR〉, and

(4) HRNKij, the hash index file of FRNKij.

Instead of containing tuples of 〈non-key value, record number of FRNKij〉, by re-
solving the indirection, HRNKij contains tuples of 〈non-key value, physical address
of record in some FR〉. That is, with a non-key value, the physical address of the
data record in the network is always known.

(b) Joining Phase
There are two cases for joining tables R and S. The first case is to join on the
primary key (e.g., the keys of R and S are in the same domain and are joinable).
The second case is when the join involves non-key attributes (primary key joins on
non-key, non-key joins on non-key).

The simplest case is to join on primary keys of these two tables. In this case,
a single message is broadcast to all the processors to do a local join on the keys using
the hash index files of the keys (i.e., HRj andHSj , for the hash index files of tables R
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and S at site j). Any traditional join algorithm, such as hash join, nested loop, etc.,
can be applied. If the tuples contain the same join values, they belong to the same
buckets of HRj and HSj . Then the joined tuple 〈join value, addressR, addressS〉 is
returned, where addressR and addressS are physical addresses of the data record of
R and S in FRj and FSj.

When joining with non-key attributes (e.g., join the l attribute of R with the m
attribute of S), each processor j retrieves the corresponding non-key index files
for R and S (e.g. HRNKlj and HSNKmj). Join operations using key and non-key
value are similar. The join, again, yields 〈join value, addressR, addressS〉. Figure 4
describes the procedure.

TR, TS are the hash index file types of either the key or a non-key;
msg := 〈join(R[PK] | R[NKl]), (S[PK] | S[NKm])〉;

// key or non-key l, m of R and S
broadcast msg to all processors;
at processor site j, do:
1: if (R[PK]) then TR := HRj else TR := HRNKlj;

// use either the key or non-key hash index
2: if (S[PK]) then TS := HSj else TS := HRNKSmj ;
3: join TR and TS;
4: return joined tuples in the form of 〈join value, addressR,AddressS〉

Fig. 4. Join operation

(c) Merging Phase
The last phase of the join operation is for the query processor to merge results
returned by each processor and assemble the final answers for the user. The actual
data records indicated in addressR and addressS of the joined tuple are retrieved.
Figure 5 describes the general procedure.

1: for each joined tuple 〈join-value, addressR, addressS〉
2: begin
3: retrieve tuple c at addressR;

retrieve tuple d at addressS;
4: result := result ∪ joined tuple of (c, d);
5: end

Fig. 5. Merging phase

Note that the retrieving and joining are done in a pipeline fashion to achieve
higher parallelism.
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4 DELETION AND MODIFICATION

In our method, the joinable non-key inverted file lists are distributed. If these
inverted file lists are to be kept permanently, we need to maintain them when the
database table is modified.

4.1 Deletion of a Tuple

To delete tuples from the database table, we first need to determine where the actual
tuples are located. Messages are then sent to those sites. At each site, upon receiving
the delete messages, we find out where the inverted file lists are distributed. Another
set of messages is sent to delete records of the inverted file lists. The steps are shown
in Figure 6.

D = set of tuples to be deleted in table R
j, k = sites (processors)
N = number of non-key attributes of R
for each d in D do

deleteRecord(d, R);
procedure deleteRecord(d, R)

begin
j := h1(d[PK]); // to determine where the data record is distributed to
send 〈deleteRecord d[PK], R〉 message to processor j;

end;
At each site j
(1) Upon receiving 〈deleteRecord d[PK], R〉

for each non-key value NKi of d, i = 0..N − 1 do
begin

k := h3(d[NKi]); //to determine where the inverted is distributed to
send 〈deleteInverted d[NKi], R〉 to k;
delete d of FRj and update HRj;

end;
(2) Upon receiving 〈deleteInverted d[NKi], R〉, delete records in FNKRi and

its index file HNKRi.

Fig. 6. Deletion procedure

4.2 Modification of a Tuple

An update can be in one of three forms:

(1) tuples identifiable by primary key, for instance, example (a) in Figure 7;
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(2) tuples identifiable by a conditional expression over some attributes (key or non-
key), for instance, examples (b) and (c); and finally,

(3) all tuples updated without any condition (example (d)).

(a) Update EMP (b)Update EMP
Set Salary = 1000 Set Salary = 1000
where EID = 100; //key = EID where Name = ’Smith’; //Name is non-key

(c) Update EMP (d)Update EMP
Set Salary = 1000 Set Salary = Salary + 100; //for all employee
where Name = ’Smith’
And Dept = ’Sales’;

Fig. 7. Update Examples in SQL

Updates in our approach are implemented with deletion and insertion. The
basic idea is to identify all the affected data records, delete them, and insert the
new data records with the updated values. Deletion of the data records triggers and
propagates the deletion to all affected inverted file lists. Inserting a new data record
with the updates generates the new inverted file lists. Figures 8 and 9 describe the
update procedures. Further refinement without using the delete and insert approach
is possible but will not be addressed in this paper.

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we compare our method to two other approaches. The first approach
(Case 1) is the naive join method, in which the tables are not distributed. When
a join is invoked, one of the tables is transported entirely to the node of the other
table. Then a local join is performed. This approach sets the upper bound on how
a join could behave in the worst-case scenario. The second approach (Case 2) is
a fully distributed join strategy, in which the join tables R and S are not distributed
to begin with. When the join operation is invoked, they are distributed across the
entire network according to the join attribute values. The partitioned R and S at
each local node are then joined. The results are assembled and returned. This is
the state-of-the-art approach that many commercial database systems are using.

Our approach (Case 3), discussed in Section 3, is analyzed and compared to
Cases 1 and 2. However, we do not implement the idea of pre-distribution of the
possible inverted file list. In this case, only tables R and S are pre-distributed. The
inverted file lists are to be generated and distributed on the fly. We demonstrate
that even without the pre-distribution of the inverted file lists, our approach still
outperforms Case 2.
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msg: 〈update oldA, newA, condition, R〉 where oldA and newA refer to the
old attribute value(s) and new attribute value(s) after the update and the
condition is the update condition

D: set of affected data record addresses
I: set of updated data records to be inserted

At the query processor, upon receiving message 〈update oldA, newA, condition, R〉
if condition is not null then

begin
D := eval(condition);

//evaluate the conditions and return the set of affected data records
I := replace(D, oldA, newA); // generate the updated data records
for each d in D, send message 〈deleteRecordd, R〉;
for each i in I , send message 〈insertRecordi, R〉;

end;
else // condition is null, for all data records in R, update oldA to newA

begin
refresh(oldA, newA,R);

end;
end if;

Fig. 8. Update procedures

5.1 Performance Analysis

For all the cases analyzed, we assume that there are two databases in a local area
network connected by either a regular Ethernet or Fast Ethernet. We also assume
that both databases (R and S) have the same size. Most of the constants and the
parameters described in Figure 10 are based on common timing parameters adopted
by different researchers and can be found in [17]. Based on this information, we
define the cost functions of the above three cases.

Case 1: A Naive Join Approach
In the naive approach, tables are not distributed. When a join is invoked, one of
the two joinable tables (e.g., the smaller one, say table S) will be transported to
the site of the other table, followed by a local join. The time components can be
described as follows

tds = ps× (T READ PAGE+ T SEND PAGE),

where tds is the time to read all pages of table S and sending them to the site of
table R. Then, a hash join is invoked to join both tables and its time is computed
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n = number of subconditions;
condition = subcondition1 [and|or] subcondition2 [and|or] . . . subconditionn
listi = data records that satisfy subconditioni;
D = Set of data record physical addresses
I = Set of updated data records

function eval(condition) return D
begin

for each subconditioni in {0..n− 1} do
retrieve data record addresses that satisfiy subconditioni to listi;

resolving the conditional expression list1 [and|or] list2 [and|or] . . . listn−1;
/* e.g. intersection, union of the lists */

return the result of the conditional expression evaluation;
end;

function replace(D, oldA, newA) return I
begin

I is initially empty;
for each d in D do
begin

retrieve data record t of d;
replace oldA with newA in t;
I := I ∪ t;

end;
return I ;

end;

procedure refresh(oldA, newA,R)
begin

deleteRecord(t, R); //Figure 6
replace oldA with newA in t;
insertRecord(t, R); //Figure 2

end;

Fig. 9. Update procedures

as

ths = ps× T READ PAGE + sizeof(S)× (T HASH + T PUT HASH),

where ths is the time to generate the hash table of S by summing up the time to
scan the table, the time to hash the records, and the time to insert them into the
hash table. Similarly, the time to generate the hash table for R is obtained by

thr = pr × T READ PAGE + sizeof(R)× (T HASH + T PUT HASH).
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Constants
PAGE SIZE = 32Kbyte – page size
T READ PAGE = 15 – time takes to read a page from disk to memory (ms)
T HASH = 0.003 – time takes to compute the hash function (ms)
T PUT HASH = 0.01 – time takes to put hashed data in memory (ms)
T COMPARE = 0.005 – time takes to compare data when hashing (ms)
T SEND PAGE – time takes to send a page of data through network

25.6ms if the network transmission rate is 10Mbps
2.56ms if the network transmission rate is 100Mbps

Variables
pr – number of pages of R
ps – number of pages of S
phr – number of pages of “hashed” R
phs – number of pages of “hashed” S
tdr – time to distribute R
tds – time to distribute S
thr – time to create hash file of R
ths – time to create hash file of S
tjhrs – time takes to join “hashed” R and “hashed” S
tassemble – time takes to assemble
ttotal – total time
nSites – number of sites in the network
h rec per page – number of hash records that a page contains
selectivity – the selectivity of the join

Variables for Case 3
inverted rec size – inverted record size
FRj , FSj – local tables R and S at site j
PFRj , PFSj – number of pages of FRj , FSj

FRNKxj , FSNKyj – inverted file list of the xth and yth non-key of R and S
PFRNKxj , PFSNKyj – number of pages of FRNKxj , FSNKyj

HRNKxj , HSNKyj – hash index files of FRNKxj, FSNKyj

PHRNKxj – number of pages of HRNKxj

PHSNKyj – number of pages of HSNKyj

tdr j , tds j – time to distribute inverted file list of R and S at site j
tlocalJoin j – time to do local join at site j
tmerge – time to merge

Fig. 10. Empirical study constants and parameters
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After the hash tables are created, a hash join is performed. The time to perform
the hash join is

tjhrs = (phr + phs)× T READ PAGE + phr × h rec per page× T COMPARE.

The results of the local join is assembled and returned to the query processor. The
time of assembling is

tassemble = (selectivity× sizeof(R)× sizeof(S))/PAGE SIZE× T SEND PAGE.

The total time to implement this approach is therefore:

ttotal = tds + thr + ths + tjhrs + tassemble (1)

Case 2: Fully Distributed Join at Execution
In this approach, tables R and S are partitioned and distributed across the network.
At each site, a local hash join on the local R and S is performed. The results are
assembled and sent back to the query processor. The total time of the join operation
is calculated using the formula

ttotal = max(tdr, tds) + max(thr, ths) + tjhrs + tassemble (2)

The equation takes the maximum of the times to distribute R and S, and the
maximum of the times to hash both local R and S tables, plus the time to do a local
join and the time to assemble and return the records.

The times to partition and distribute the tables are

tdr = pr× (T READ PAGE + T SEND PAGE)

tds = ps× (T READ PAGE+ T SEND PAGE).

At each site, the times to create the local hash files for tables R and S are

thr = phr × T READ PAGE+ h rec per page× (T HASH + T PUT HASH)

ths = phs × T READ PAGE + h rec per page× (T HASH + T PUT HASH).

The time to do the local join at each site is

tjhrs = max(phr, phs) × (T READ PAGE + h rec per page× T COMPARE).

Finally, the average time it takes to assemble together the records is

tassemble = ((selectivity× sizeof(R)× sizeof(S))/PAGE SIZE)

×T SEND PAGE)/nSites.
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Case 3: Distributed Join with Tuple Inversion
In our approach, we assume that the databases were already distributed over the
local network. When a join query is posted, the inverted file list of the join at-
tributes are generated and distributed. The time to process the join query has
several components:

1. Create and distribute inverted file lists

Upon receiving the join query, at each site, the following steps are carried out:

(a) create the inverted files FRNKxj and FSNKyj, the inverted files based on FRj

and FSj ;

(b) distribute FRNKxj and FSNKyj;

(c) at each site that receives FRNKxj and FSNKyj , create the hash index file
on FRNKxj and FSNKyj, e.g., HRNKxj , HSNKyj;

2. Process local joins on HRNKxj, HSNKyj , and

3. Merge the results.

The total time to process is

ttotal = the longest time in (1) + the longest time in (2) + merge.

One of the improvements in the proposed method is that we do not send the ac-
tual records through the network to join. The inverted file list has the format
of 〈attribute value, physical address of the data record〉. The physical address takes
the form of ip.fid.n, where ip is the IP address of the site; fid is the file ID in the
file system at this site, and n is the record number offset in fid. Since the inverted
file list record is much smaller than the record itself in size, we can pack more infor-
mation in each memory page, hence shortening the time it takes to send the data
through the network.

The time to create and distribute the xth inverted file list at site j is:

tdr j = PFRj × (T READ PAGE+ T PUT PAGE) // generate FRNKxj

+ PFRNKxj × T SEND PAGE // send pages of FRNKxj

+ PFRNKxj × (T READ PAGE +T PUT PAGE)// create HRNKxj

+ sizeof(FRNKxj)× (T HASH + T PUT HASH);

The value of tds j with the yth inverted file list at site j is obtained in the same
manner.

At each site j, the local join of the xth and yth inverted file list is denoted by
the equation

tlocalJoin j = max(PHRNKxj ,PHSNKyj)× h rec per page× T COMPARE.

After the distribution, hashing, and joining together of the inverted file lists, we
can send the actual records, according to the inverted file lists, which contain the
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physical addresses of the actual records, across the network to designated nodes for
the merge. The average merge time of the records is calculated by

tmerge = ((selectivity× (sizeOf(R) + sizeOf(S))/PAGE SIZE)

×(T SEND PAGE + tassemble)

where tassemble is the same as in Case 2.
Finally, the total time is the sum of all the equations from above:

ttotal = max(tdr j , tds j) +max(tlocalJoin j) + tmerge (3)

for all j where 0 ≤ j ≤ nSites− 1.

5.2 Analytical Results

Based on the time functions (Equations (1), (2), and (3) discussed above, we carried
out the empirical studies to examine the performance of the three approaches. To
simplify the computations, we made the following assumptions:

1. both tables R and S are of the same size.

2. distributions of tables R, S and their inverted file lists to each site are uniform.

Therefore, all tables and hash index files at every site are of the same size. We
further assumed that the record size is 256 bytes, bucket size is 128 bytes, and the
hashed record size of the inverted file list is 68 bytes. With these assumptions,
depending on the sizes of tables R and S, the sizes of local tables (FRj, FSj, PFRj,
PFSj , FRNKxj , FSNKyj, etc., as shown in Figure 10 are determined.
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Study 1. We first compared all three cases in a network of 4 nodes with regular
Ethernet (10Mbs) and a selectivity of 10%, by varying the table sizes. The
results are depicted in Figure 11. It is obvious that the naive method of Case 1
performs worst since it has to transport the entire table from one node to the
other. The number of nodes does not help improve the local join since both
tables will be joined locally within one node. As for Case 2 and our method
(Case 3), the gap between them widens as the table size increases. Case 1
serves as a base line to judge the preliminary performance of Case 2 and Case 3.
Next we concentrate on comparing Case 2 and Case 3 alone, since both showed
a significant improvement over Case 1.

Constants: 10 Mbs, Database Size = 100,000
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Study 2. The next empirical study was to compare Case 2 with our method. We
wanted to see how the network distribution affects performance. In this study,
we held both the network transmission rate of 10Mbs (regular Ethernet) and the
table size of 100 000 records constant. We varied the number of nodes and the
selectivity between 5% and 10%. The results are plotted in Figure 12. There
are four curves in the figure. However, both curves for case 3 are so close to each
other that they cannot be distinguished. The results indicate that selectivity has
more impact on Case 2 than on Case 3. Furthermore, it is obvious that both
methods benefit from increased distribution (i.e., more nodes in the network
that perform the local joins concurrently). However, the increase of distribution
improves the overall performance much significantly in our method (Case 3)
than in Case 2.

Study 3. In this study, we fixed the selectivity to 10% and the network speed at
10Mbs, which represents a typical database environment. We compared both
cases by varying the number of nodes and between two different table sizes. The
results are depicted in Figure 13. The results show that the table size and the
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Constants: 10 Mbs, Selectivity = 10%
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degree of distribution (i.e. number of sites) are significant factors to distinguish
our method from Case 2. As the table size grows, distribution has more impact
on Case 2 than on our method.

Constants: 100 Mbs, Selectivity = 10%
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Study 4. Finally, we compared Case 2 and Case 3 to examine the effects of net-
work speed. The study is the same as Study 3 except that the network speed
was modified to 100Mbs (as in Fast Ethernet). The results are shown in Fi-
gure 14. While both methods improve over Study 3 in terms of the total time
required to perform the join, our method benefits more from the increase of
distribution than Case 2. However, it also shows that if the degree of distri-
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bution is relatively low (e.g., 3 sites), our method could perform worse than
Case 2.

5.3 Discussions

The above empirical studies demonstrated that our method performs much better
than both Cases 1 and 2. One reason is the apparent advantage of pre-distributing
the tables before a join is invoked. The second reason is that our method distributes
the tuple inversion list in a very fine-grained manner. It takes advantage of the
distribution more than Case 2. The only situation where our method may not be
desirable is when the degree of distribution is relatively low (e.g., 3 sites) and the
network speed is high. In this case, our method suffers more overhead to send the
inverted lists and retrieve the resulting tuples, and there is not enough distribution
to benefit from.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is obvious that join performance can be improved if we distribute database tables
as they are created and as records are entered from the applications. However, pre-
distribution may have a problem because a join may not involve the attributes that
a given pre-distribution is based on (e.g., non-key joins). In this paper, we presented
a practical and effective strategy to fully utilize the availability of massive distributed
database tables. Our method is based on tuple inversion, in which the inverted lists
of the join attribute values are distributed to the nodes across the network. Local
joins on these inverted lists are then performed. The results are then assembled and
returned. We further identified the cost components of our method and carried out
an empirical study to compare the performance of our method to two other methods.
The empirical studies indicate that our method utilizes the increase of distribution
more effectively than the other methods and, in general, our method outperforms
them with a significant margin. Obviously, maintaining the distributed inverted file
list adds overhead to the performance in general. However, the maintenance cost is
subject to the update ratio of the application and is a tradeoff between the cost of
join retrievals and database updates.

Our work is significantly different from a typical DHT-based file sharing P2P
system in the following manner:

1. We are concerned mainly with structured, record-based relational database sys-
tems rather than unstructured file objects such as audio/music, pictures, ani-
mations and videos.

2. In our system, there exists only one single source of records instead of multiple
occurrences of files as in a P2P system.

3. The underlying network in our approach is fixed instead of an ad hoc and dy-
namic structure as in P2P.
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4. We apply DHT at two levels to improve the join performance. The first level
DHT, similar to most P2P DHT implementations, is applied to distribute tup-
les of relational tables to the processors. At a second level, for each non-key
attribute, a second DHT is applied to distribute the inverted list of the first
DHT. Join operations on non-key attributes are done locally at each node on
the non-key attribute of the inverted file list generated by the second level DHT
without the need of distributing records throughout the network.

The motivation for this work is based on the fact that, as a rule of thumb, the
selectivity of a typical join operation is around 10% to 15% on the average. It makes
a lot of sense to distribute the inverted file list DHT instead of all the records.

With the rapid improvement of the Internet connectivity and bandwidth, we
believe that our approach will work equally well in a P2P network. Assuming there
are a large number of processors in a P2P network, the DHTs can be kept in main
memory since each processor needs to maintain a relatively small portion of the
DHTs. It has shown that a main memory database (MMDB) performs well since it
reduces the disk I/Os [4, 20, 6, 7]. Of course, other issues, such as fault tolerance
and recovery, will still need to be addressed.
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